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The other familiar vector operation we shall use, besides sums and scalar multiples, is the dot product, which we abstractly call an inner product.  (We won’t be concerned with analogues of the cross product, although you may see these in other courses.)  You probably learned about the dot product by beginning with trigonometry - the dot product of two vectors is given as the product of their lengths:
		file_0.bin

						(2.1)

Later you learned that this could be conveniently calculated from the coordinates of the two vectors, by multiplying given components together and summing:  If the components of the vector v are u1, …, un and those of w are w1, …, wn, then
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							(2.2)

From  the abstract point of view it is best not to begin with angle, since we don't have a good intuitive picture of the angle between two functions or matrices.  Instead, we will make sense of the “angle” between functions from the connection between these formulae.

In the abstract setting, we shall denote the inner product <v,w> rather than v◊w.  Given an inner product, we may speak about the length, defined by file_2.bin

We shall usually call this the norm  rather than the length.

An abstract inner product will share most of the properties you learned about for the ordinary dot product:  
1.  The inner product is a mapping taking pairs of vectors and producing scalars
2.  Linearity : 
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Note:  some texts define an inner product to be linear on the right side rather than the left side.  This makes no practical difference, but if there are complex quantities, you should be careful to be consistent with whichever convention you follow.
3.  Symmetry :
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(The bar denotes complex conjugate, in case these are complex numbers.) 
4.  Positivity : 
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5.  The Cauchy, Schwarz, or Buniakovskii  inequality (depending on nationality):
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							(2.3)

6.  The triangle  inequality :
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						(2.4)

We need Property 5 if an inner product is to correlate with Eq. (2.1), and we need Property 6 if the length file_8.bin

is to make sense geometrically.  We will shortly define an inner product for functions.  The reason we can speak of the geometry of functions is that properties 5 and 6 follow automatically from Properties 1-4.  Since this is not at all obvious, I shall prove it below.

Definition II.1.  Given an abstract vector space, an inner product  is any mapping satisfying properties 1-4 above.  A vector space with an inner product is called an inner product space.

Examples II.2.  

1. The usual dot product, as defined in (2.2).
2.  A modified dot product on 2-vectors.  A modification of the usual dot product 
can also produce an inner product defined by
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where 
	 file_10.bin


Actually, we could consider the vector space of n-vectors and let A be any positive n¥n matrix.  (By definition, a positive matrix  is one for which the inner product so defined satisfies Property 4 of the inner product.)
3.  The standard inner product for functions.  Consider the set of functions which are continuous on an interval a £ x £ b.  Then the standard inner product  on them is the integral:  file_11.bin

Another name for this is the L2 inner product.  We can use it for functions with discontinuities and even singularities, so long as the singularities are not too strong.
4.  Other inner products for functions.  We can generalize Example 3 in various ways.  
The first is to insert a positive weight function w(x):  	file_12.bin


Another generalization is to make the functions and integrals multidimensional, running over some region W:  
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5.  An inner product for matrices considered as vectors.  Let the vector space V be the set of m¥n matrices.  Define the adjoint  M* of a matrix M with entries mjk to be the n¥m matrix the entries of which are file_14.bin

 Define the trace of a matrix by file_15.bin

 
(sum the diagonal elements).  Then  file_16.bin

is an inner product.

Or - here is a really great one - we could have weight functions and lots of dimensions! 

Theorem  II.3.  If V is an inner product space, then the CSB inequality (Property 5) and the triangle inequality (Property 6) hold.

proof (don’t worry -it won’t hurt you!):  Because of the positivity property 4, the square length of any vector is ≥ 0, in particular for any linear combination \alpha v+\beta w, 
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The trick now is to choose the scalars just right.  Some clever person - perhaps Hermann Amandus Schwarz - figured out to choose file_18.bin

and file_19.bin

 The inequality then boils down to 
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If we collect terms and divide through by ||w||^2, we get the CSB inequality.  (If ||w||=0, the CSB inequality is automatic.)

For the triangle inequality, we just calculate:
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QED

Having the CSB inequality in hand, we may now define a strange but useful idea - the angle between two functions.  Consider, for example, the interval 0£x£L and the functions f(x) = 1 and g(x) = x.  With the standard inner product, we first calculate their norms:
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Since their inner product is
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the cosine of the angle between the two functions must be 
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Thus the “angle” between the functions 1 and x is p/6 radians.  The most useful angle to deal with, however, is a right angle:

Definition II.4.  Two functions f and g are said to be orthogonal  if <f,g> = 0.  A set of functions {fj} is orthogonal  if <fj,fk> = 0 whenever j π k.  The set is said to be orthonormal  if it is orthogonal and ||fj|| = 1 for all j.
With the Kronecker delta symbol, \delta_jk = 0 when jπk, and \delta_{kk} = 1, orthonormality can be expressed as  <f_j,f_k> = \delta_{jk}.
Examples II.5.
1.  Integral tables, mathematical software, integration by parts (twice), substitution with the cosine angle-sum rule, and rewriting trigonometric functions as complex exponentials can all be used to evaluate integrals such as 
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Any or all of these methods will lead to the same conclusion, viz.:
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				(2.5)
The set of functions file_27.bin

is orthogonal on the interval [0,L], and to turn it into an orthonormal set, we normalize the functions by multiplying by the appropriate constant:
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						(2.6)
2.  Similarly, 
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						(2.7)
is orthonormal on the interval [0,L], and we can even include another function, the constant:
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3.  We can mix the previous two sets to have both sines and cosines as long as we leave out all of the odd coefficients:
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   (2.8)
is also an orthonormal set.  This one is the basis of the usual Fourier series, and is perhaps the most important of all our orthonormal sets.  By the way, we do not claim that the functions in (2.6), ( 2.7), and (2.8) are orthogonal to functions in the other sets, but only separately among themselves.  For instance, file_32.bin
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4.  Recall that by Euler’s formula, exp(ia) := eia := cos(a) + i sin(a).  The complex trigonometric functions file_34.bin

have many useful properties, including
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and
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						(2.9)
is an orthonormal set on [0,L].

For later purposes, we observe here that the sets of functions (2.5)-(2.9) are each orthogonal on any  interval [a,b] with L = b-a.  

Before finishing this section we need two more notions about vectors and functions, thought of as abstract vectors.  The first is distance.  With the standard inner product, we would like to define the distance between two functions f and g as
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This turns out to be a familiar quantity in data analysis, called the root-mean-square, or r.m.s., deviation.  It is a convenient way of specifying how large the error is when the true function f is replaced by a mathematical approximation or experimentally measured function g.  It is always positive unless f = g almost everywhere.  

Definition II.6.  Almost everywhere  is a technical phrase meaning that f and g differ for sufficiently few values of x that all integrals involving f have the same values as those involving g.  For most practical purposes we may regard f and g as the same functions, and write:
	f = g a.e.

A typical example is where a function is discontinuous at a point and some arbitrary decision is made about the value of the function at the discontinuity.  Different choices are still equal a.e.  Much more exotic possibilities than this typical example can occur, but will not arise in this course.  

The second notion we generalize from ordinary vectors is that of projection.  Suppose that we have a position vector in three dimensions such as v = (3, 4, 5).

Model Problem II.7.  We wish to find the vector in the plane spanned by (1,1,1) and (1,-1,0), which is the closest to v = (3, 4, 5) .  

Solution.  We solve this problem with a projection.  The projection of a vector v onto the vector v1 is given by the formula:
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							(2.10)

Notice that this points in the direction of v1 but has a length equal to ||v|| cos(q), where q is the angle between v and v1.  The length of v1 has nothing to do with the result of this projection - if we were being very careful, we would say that we were projecting v onto the direction determined by  v1, or onto the line through  v1.  For similar reasons we notice that the vector v1 could be normalized to have length 1, so that the
denominator can be ignored - it is 1.  In our example, 
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(Here we write the vectors as column vectors because the projection operator is equivalent to a 3¥3 matrix multiplying them.)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

If the basis for the plane consists of orthogonal vectors v1 and v2, as in our example, then the projection into the plane is just the sum of the projections onto the two vectors:
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						(2.11)
In our example, 
	file_41.bin



Calculations like these are easily automated with Mathematica or Maple (see the notebook or worksheet which accompany this text).

Model Problem II.8.  We wish to find a) the vector in the plane spanned by (1,1,1) and (1,2,3), which is the closest to v = (3, 4, 5) and b) the vector in the same plane closest to (1,-1,0).

Solution.  This is similar to the previous problem, except that the vectors defining the plane are not orthogonal.  We need to replace them with a different pair of vectors, which are linear combinations of the first, but which are orthogonal.  (We'll do this later systematically, with the Gram-Schmidt  method.)  The formula (2.11) is definitely wrong if the vectors vn are not orthogonal.  After finding the new pair of vectors, however, the solution will be as before - just sum the projections onto the orthogonal basis vectors.

There is more than one good choice for the pair of orthogonal basis vectors.  If we decide that the pair of orthogonal vectors will include v1 = (111), then we can look for a second vector of the form v2 = (1,2,3) - a (1,1,1) which will be orthogonal to v1, but will still lie in the plane.  For orthogonality, we need to solve the vector equation
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for a.  We get  a = 2, so a suitable second vector which is orthogonal to (1,1,1) is 
(-1,0,1).

The projection of (3,4,5) into the plane is the sum of its projections onto these vectors, i.e., 
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Perhaps it looks strange to see that the projection of the vector (3,4,5) is itself, but the interpretation is simply that the vector was already in the plane before it was projected.  

In general a vector will be moved (and shortened) when it is projected into a plane, and we can see this when we project (1,-1,0):
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Now that we have a vector in the plane, if we project again, it won't move.  Algebraically, projections satisfy the equation

	P2 = P .


We shall next make these same calculations in function space to find the best mean-square fit of a function f(x) by a nicer expression, such as the functions in (2.8) or polynomials.  (This can be automated with Mathematica or Maple.)  The formula simply replaces the dot product with the standard inner product:
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For example, if we wish to find the multiple of sin(3x) which is closest to the function x on the interval 0 £ x £ p, we find:
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Now consider what we mean when we project a function onto the constant function 1.  This should be the best approximation to f(x) consisting of a single number.  What could this be but the average of f?  Indeed, the projection formula gives us
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which is familiar as the average of a function.

Model Problem II.9.  Consider the set of functions on the interval 0 £ x £ p.  We wish to find the function in the span of the functions 1, x, and x2, which is the closest to f(x) =  cos(px/2) on the interval -1 £ x £ 1 .  In other words, find the best quadratic fit to the function f in the mean-square sense.  In Exercise II.5 you are asked to compare a similar global polynomial approximation to this function with the Taylor series.

Solution.  The calculations can be done with Mathematica or Maple, if you prefer.  Conceptually, the calculations are closely analogous to those of Model Problem II.8.

First let us ask whether the three functions are orthogonal.  Actually, no.  The function x is orthogonal to each of the other two, but 1 and x2 are not orthogonal.  We can see this immediately because x is odd, while 1 and x2 are both even, and both positive a.e.

A more suitable function than x2 would be x2 minus its projection onto the direction of 1, that is, x2 minus its average, which is easily found to be 1/3.  The set of functions
{1, x, and x2 - 1/3} is an orthogonal set, as you can check.  

Then we can project cos(px/2) onto the span of the three functions 1, x, and x2 - 1/3:
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The best quadratic approximation to cos(px/2) on the interval -1 £ x £ 1 is the sum of these three functions.  Here is a graph showing the original function and its approximation:
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For comparison, here is a plot which shows the Taylor approximation as well as the original and the best quadratic:
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The general algorithm for finding the best approximation to a function is as follows.  Suppose that we want to find the best approximation to f(x), a £ x £ b, of the form 
	a1g1(x) + a2g2(x) + ... + angn(x)
where g1...gn are some functions with nice properties - they may oscillate with definite frequencies, have simple shapes, etc.  They could be chosen to capture the important features of f(x), while possibly simplifying its form or filtering out some noise.

Step 1.  Replace g1...gn by an orthogonal set with the same span.  (A systematic way to do this, the Gram-Schmidt procedure, is described below.)  Let's call the orthogonal set h1...hn.
Step 2.  Project f onto each of the hk
Step 3.  Sum the projections.  If P denotes the span of g1...gn, then
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						(2.12)
Perhaps the most important functional approximation uses the Fourier functions  (2.8), as we shall learn to call them.  The coefficients of these functions in the projection are called Fourier coefficients, and the approximation is as follows:
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The right side should be the projection of f(x) on the span of the sines and cosines (including the constant) on the right.  To get the coefficients we use the analogue of the formula  (2.10).  For example,
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In other words, the formula for the coefficients am must be:
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					(2.13)

The coefficient a0 has a different form:
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						(2.14)

As mentioned above, the projection of f onto a constant function is its average.  
Finally, the analogous calculation for the sines gives:
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					(2.15)

Formulae (2.13)-(2.15) will be the basis of the Fourier series in the next section.

Constructing orthonormal sets.  It is often convenient to have orthonormal, or at least orthogonal sets.  These are analogous to the usual basis vectors for the plane or for 3-space (denoted R3), but you may recall that there are many choices of orthogonal bases.  For instance, you may have unit vectors oriented along the x,y, and z axes, but someone else may have unit vectors oriented along a rotated set of axes.  Although we shall first concentrate on the set (2.8) as a basis for a vector space of functions, the other sets of orthonormal functions (2.5)-(2.7) and (2.9) will be useful later for the same purpose.  The choice among these sets is analogous to the choice of different bases for R3.

But how do we come up with a basis in the first place?  Suppose you are given several vectors, such as v1,2,3 = (1,0,0), (1,1,0), and (1,1,1), and you want to recombine them to get an orthonormal, or at least orthogonal set.  You can do this by projecting away the parts of the vectors orthogonal to each other.  The systematic way of doing this is called the Gram-Schmidt procedure, and it depends a great deal on the order in which it is done.  

Model Problem II.10.  Find an orthonormal set with the same span as v1,2,3 = (1,0,0), (1,1,0), and (1,1,1), beginning with w1 = v1 = (1,0,0).  (We rename it because it is the first vector in a new set of recombined vectors.)

Solution.  The next vector v2 is not orthogonal to v1, so we subtract off the projection of v2  onto the direction of v1:
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For w3, we begin with v3 and project away the parts in the plane spanned by v1 and v2, which is the same as the plane spanned by w1 and w2.  We find the standard basis vector 	file_60.bin



Notice that the results are different if we take the same vectors in a different order:

Model Problem II.11.  Find an orthonormal set with the same span as v1,2,3 = (1,0,0), (1,1,0), and (1,1,1), beginning with v3.

Solution.  Fist let's turn v3 into a unit vector:
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For the second unit vector we could take v2 and project away the part pointing along v3, getting
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Finally, taking v1, projecting out the components in these directions, and normalizing, gives us the vector
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Guess what's coming?  The same procedure with sets of functions!  

Model Problem II.12.  Construction of the Legendre polynomials.  Let us consider the interval -1 £ x £ 1, and find a set of orthonormal functions which are more mundane than the trigonometric functions, namely the polynomials.  We begin with the power functions 1, x, x2, x3, ….  Some of these are orthogonal because some are even functions and others are odd, but they are not all orthogonal to one another.  For instance,
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Let us denote the set of orthogonal polynomials we get using the Gram-Schmidt procedure on the power functions (in this order) p0, p1, p2, ….  These are important in approximation theory and differential equations, and are known as the normalized Legendre polynomials.  Beginning with the function x0 = 1, after normalization we find
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The next power is x1 = x.  Since x is already orthogonal to any constant function, all we do is normalize it:
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To make x2 orthogonal to p0 , we need to subtract a constant:  x2 - 1/3.  Because of symmetry, it is already orthogonal to p1, so we don't worry about p1 yet, and just normalize:
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Similarly, when orthogonalizing x3 we need to project out x but not 1 or x2.  We find x3 ‑ 3x/5, or, when normalized:
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etc.  

By the way, Legendre polynomials are traditionally not normalized as we have done, but rather are denoted Pk(x) and scaled so that Pk(1) = 1. The normalization for Legendre polynomials of arbitrary index is such that 
	pn(x) = (n + 1/2)1/2 Pn(x).

Most special functions are known to Mathematica and Maple, so calculations with them are no more difficult than calculations with sines and cosines.

Exercises.

II.1.  Find the norms of and “angles” between the following functions defined for -1£x£1.  (In the case of complex quantities, the “angle” is not so meaningful, but you can still define the cosines of the angles.)  Use the standard inner product:
	1, x, x2, cos(px), exp(ipx)

II.2.  Verify the inner product of Example II.2.5 for 2¥2 matrices.  Find all matrices orthogonal to file_70.bin

Do they form a subspace of the 2¥2 matrices?  If so, of what dimension?

II.3.  It was remarked above that the projection operator on ordinary 3-vectors is equivalent to a matrix.  What is the matrix for the projection onto (1,2,-3)?  What is the matrix for the projection onto the plane through the origin determined by the vectors 
(1,2,-3) and (-2,0,0)?

II.4.  Use the Gram-Schmidt procedure to construct other orthonormal sets from the basis vectors v1,2,3 given in the text, taken in other orders.  How many distinct basis sets are there?

II.5.  Find the first 8 normalized Legendre polynomials.

II.6.  a)  Calculate the Taylor series for cos(px/2) about the point x=0, up to the term with x4.  (Go to x6 if you choose to use software to do this problem.)
b)  Use the Legendre polynomials to find the polynomial of degree 4 which is the best approximation to cos(px/2) for -1£x£1.
c)  On a single graph, sketch cos(px/2) and these two approximations.

II.7.  In  each case below, find a) the multiple of g which is closest in the mean-square sense to f, and b) a function of the form f - ag which is orthogonal to f.  If for some reason this is not possible, interpret the situation geometrically.
(i)	f(x) = sin(px), g(x) = x, 0 £ x £ 1
(ii)	f(x) = sin(px), g(x) = x, -1 £ x £ 1
(iii)	f(x) = cos(px), g(x) = x, -1 £ x £ 1
(iv)	f(x) = x2 - 1, g(x) = x2 + 1, -1 £ x £ 1

II.8.  Show with explicit examples that the formula (2.11) is definitely wrong if the vectors vn are not orthogonal.  


Appendix:  Filtering and Signal Processing

An intuitive way to understand projections of functions, which has many applications in signal processing, is in terms of filtering. The word “filtering” refers to an attempt to extract the important part of some data while eliminating random contributions called “noise” or other unwanted features which obscure the ones that matter. Electrical engineering offers many examples of filtering, which you are probably aware of as a consumer if you have a stereo system and a collection of recordings, but the notion is much more widely applicable than that. 

To emphasize this, we call upon a less familiar example, drawn from astronomy. In recent years astonomomers have obtained reliable evidence that several nearby stars are orbited by
planet-sized companions. The evidence was extracted from observations of the positions of the stars taken over periods of several years. How was this accomplished? As we all know, stars twinkle, which means that the image of the star moves in an erratic way at high frequencies, due to motions in our atmosphere. Other contributions to the motion of the image include the motion of the earth, which has daily, monthly, and yearly components, and human activities such as calibration, maintenance and cleaning of the facilities. Indeed, the first claimed proofs that a nearby star, Barnard's star, had an orbiting companion, were retracted when it became apparent that the periodic motion which was extracted from observations correlated with regularly scheduled human activities at the Swarthmore College Sproul Observatory. 

Many of these contributions are much larger than ones corresponding to planetary motion, and it is the task of the astronomer to filter out the unwanted contributions and see whether the remaining parts of the signal reveal a regular wobble, as would be caused by a planet. 

Fortunately, this task is rather straightforward and can be reliably be solved with the tools of linear mathematics. All we need to do is use the same formula which allows us to project a vector onto another vector, in order to separate various contributions to a function. 

To illustrate the procedure, we simplify the selection of features which are regarded as good or bad. Suppose that we have a signal f(t) which contains some pure frequencies we are interested in, say corresponding to pure vibratory functions 

    sin(2pt), sin(4pt), ..., sin(20pt), cos(2pt), cos(4pt), ..., cos(20pt),           (f1) 

with frequencies 1,2,..., 10, plus some noise fnoise(t). (The frequency of a sinusoidal function sin(t) differs from the angular frequency  by the factor 2 .) We write the full function in the form: 

    f(t) = a0 + a1 cos(2pt) + a2 cos(4pt) + ... a10 cos(20pt) 
         + b1 sin(2pt) + b2 sin(4pt) + ... b10 sin(20pt) 
         + fnoise(t)

       =: ffiltered(t) + fnoise(t)
Often the constant term (a0 in the sections on Fourier series) is left out of the expansion, since a signal usually oscillates around average zero.

A model problem in signal processing is to take a measured signal f(t) and extract from it the low-frequency part while projecting away fnoise. The goal, then, is to determine the coefficients a1, ..., a10 and b1, ..., b10.  As explained in Chapter II, the projection formula tells us the best choice for these coefficients, in the sense that the r.m.s. error 

     ||fnoise(t)|| = ||f - (a1 cos(2pt) + ...+ b10 sin(20pt))||

is as small as possible, just as the projection of a vector into a plane is the planar vector whose distance from the original vector is as small as possible. 

The projection formula for the orthogonal set (f1) on the basic period 0 < t < 1 tells us that 
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and similarly for the coefficients bk. 

Notice that if we put these terms together, we see that the filtering is accomplished by an integral operator of the separable type,
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where 
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We discuss the theory of such integral operators in a later chapter. 

Example F.1. With the aid of mathematical software (see the Maple worksheet or Mathematica notebook), we can see the effect of filtering as applied to some interesting functions on the interval 0 < x < 1. Here we focus on the function sin(1/(x-.05)), which oscillates strongly near x=0:
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In the first calculation we filter out the frequencies greater than 3 - this would be called a
low-pass filter - and compare with the unfiltered function on a common graph: 
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The match is rather good where the original function is varying slowly, but its high-frequency wiggles are filtered out. 

For comparison, let's look at the high-frequency part of the same function. A high-pass filter would throw away the result of the low-pass filter and keep the rest: 
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Here, the gently varying part of the function has been filtered out, and the wiggles remain. 




Sometimes a signal is not only filtered but also processed, for instance to amplify some part of the signal. As a simple model, suppose that we wish to enhance the low frequency components.  A good way to do this would be to select out various components by projection, but then to add  them back together with weighting factors. 

Example F.2. If we modify the integral kernel K(x,t) as given above to 
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the result would be a signal which has its higher frequencies diminished in comparison with the lower ones (and has lost the frequencies above 10 altogether). Here is a plot  of the same function as used in Example F.1 along with the function obtained by signal processing with the kernel K: 
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Of course it matches less well than the low-pass filter of Example F.1: We have emphasized the low frequencies. 

